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Beskrivning:
Whether nature, commercial sports, weddings, fashion or shooting movies, the D850 gives
photographers working in intensely competitive fields the creative flexibility they need to excel. The fast,
ultra-high-resolution FX-format sensor uses 45.7 megapixels of effective resolution to deliver 45.4 MP
files. New gapless on-chip lens architecture enables exceptional detail and incredible dynamic range.
Frame rates are boosted to up to 9 fps when using the optional MB-D18 Multi-Power Battery Pack.
Moviemakers can now record full-frame movies at 4K with no crop factor, which opens up the
possibilities when shooting with Nikon’s fast prime lenses. And 4K timelapse movies can be recorded incamera.
Other new features that enable greater flexibility include the option to shoot RAW size Large, Medium, or
Small. Silent Photography mode enables ultra-sharp ultra-high-resolution shooting with no shutter noise.
Pinpoint AF mode is available in Live View for precise macro shooting. And this is the first DSLR ever to
boast an in-camera focus-stacking mode for exceptionally sharp images with vast depth of field.

Main features:
Resolution : 45.7 megapixels of effective resolution. Richly detailed 45.4 MP files. Back-illuminated FXformat
CMOS sensor with no optical low-pass filter.
Speed : shoot at 7 fps. Or shoot full-resolution images at 9 fps when using the optional MB-D18 MultiPower Battery Pack (with the EN-EL18B battery inserted).
Light sensitivity : the powerful EXPEED 5 image processor delivers exceptionally clean images across
the ISO range of 64–25600, extendable from 32 to 102400 (equivalent). The full ISO range is available
for 4K video shooting too.
Precision : the same phenomenal 153-point AF system as the flagship D5 offers sensitivity down to -4
EV at the central point (ISO 100, 20 °C/68 °F). Metering down to -3 EV enables precise automatic
exposures even when the only light is the light of the moon.
4K video with no crop factor : record full-frame 4K/UHD movies at 30p, with no crop-factor limitations.
Shoot more than three hours using the MB-D18 Multi-Power Battery Pack.
In-camera 4K timelapse : film 4K timelapse movies in-camera, and harness the D850’s 45.7 effective
megapixels to create spectacular 8K timelapse movies in post.
RAW flexibility : shoot 45.4 MP RAW size Large, 25.6 MP RAW size Medium, or 11.4 MP RAW size
Small (both Medium and Small are 12-bit lossless compressed).
Any environment : extensive weather sealing readies the D850 for harsh environments. The same fullbutton
illumination seen on Nikon’s D5 ensures easy handling under the blanket of night.
Fast storage media : a dual card slot unit enables use of a UHS-II SD card and an XQD card—the
fastest combination possible.
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